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ABSTRACT

The diversity of data sources resulted in seeking effective manipulation and dissemination. The challenge that
arises from the increasing dimensionality has a negative effect on the computation performance, efficiency, and
stability of computing. One of the most successful optimization algorithms is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
which has proved its effectiveness in exploring the highest influencing features in the search space based on its fast
convergence and the ability to utilize a small set of parameters in the search task. This research proposes an effective
enhancement of PSO that tackles the challenge of randomness search which directly enhances PSO performance.
On the other hand, this research proposes a generic intelligent framework for early prediction of orders delay and
eliminate orders backlogs which could be considered as an efficient potential solution for raising the supply chain
performance. The proposed adapted algorithm has been applied to a supply chain dataset which minimized the
features set from twenty-one features to ten significant features. To confirm the proposed algorithm results, the
updated data has been examined by eight of the well-known classification algorithms which reached a minimum
accuracy percentage equal to 94.3% for random forest and a maximum of 99.0 for Naïve Bayes. Moreover, the
proposed algorithm adaptation has been compared with other proposed adaptations of PSO from the literature over
different datasets. The proposed PSO adaptation reached a higher accuracy compared with the literature ranging
from 97.8 to 99.36 which also proved the advancement of the current research.
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1 Introduction

Complex computation methods have been proposed seeking for effective manipulation and
dissemination of huge amounts of data. However, the challenge that arises from the increasing
dimensionality has a negative effect on the computation performance, efficiency, and stability of
computing. Consequently, the feature selection field has gained a major focus as a vital preprocessing
step for artificial intelligence techniques [1]. Feature selection is considered a step towards optimization
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by selecting the optimal features representing the dataset. Mathematically speaking, considering X
number of features, then there is a possibility to generate a total of 2n subsets of features which may lead
to an exponential growth of the number of iterations when applying the machine learning algorithms.

Many of the feature selection methods have been proposed and proved their applicability in
identifying the highest influencing features. Many statistical methods such as analysis of variance,
correlations, entropy, and chi-squared have also been introduced for this task [2]. However, most of
these methods perform the selection task based on the correlations between features’ pairs solely
without considering other perspectives. Exploring multiple features’ relationships should be one of
the perspectives for a more accurate determination of the highest influencing features [3]. Therefore,
another direction has emerged with the heuristics swarm intelligence algorithms. One of the most
successful optimization algorithms is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) which has proved its effec-
tiveness in exploring the highest influencing features in the search space based on its fast convergence
and the ability to utilize a small set of parameters in the search task [4]. However, as highlighted in
different research [4,5], the success of PSO is commonly affected as the data dimensionality increases.
Consequently, seeking to improve the performance of PSO in feature selection tasks has become one
of the vital research directions targeting both less computation and higher accuracy while minimizing
the effect of dimensionality size. On the other hand, PSO performance is also affected by the random
process in searching the data space as well as the possibility of similar particles’ positions over the
iterations. This randomness has been a main reason for performance degradation in one direction as
well as lacking the ability to reach the local optima [6]. Although different research proposed solutions
[5,7,8], however, these solutions still suffer from performance issues as will be discussed in Section 2.

This research proposes an effective enhancement of PSO for feature selection that tackles the
challenge of randomness search as one of the vital aspects that directly affects PSO performance. The
research proposes a novel approach to avoid the constant reference to the global best solution to all
particles due to the local optima traps possibility. The proposed enhancement includes an approach
in a systematic search strategy that reduces the search space as well as the computation time.

On the other hand, focusing on the business objective of this research, a supply chain is the
complete path since setting the raw material from the supplier along to the manufacturing process and
ending with offering the product to the customer [9]. One of the main issues that may lead to high loss
in the supply chain is the shipping delays. Delays not only affect customer satisfaction, but they also
could negatively affect product quality, raise the cost, cause retailers and distributers dis-satisfaction,
and eventually, lead to decreasing customer satisfaction and loyalty. Delays are one of the critical issues
in all types of supply chain which should be highlighted to avoid such loss. For example, the research
[10] highlighted the effect of delays in transportation systems and consequently on economic growth.
The research proposed a novel method targeting to avoid delays. As mentioned in [11], over 80% of
delayed shipments lead directly to customers’ dissatisfaction and decrease the customer segment. This
argument is also highlighted in [12] by stating that over 58% of the customers who do not receive their
orders on time stop purchasing from the same business. On the other hand, attracting new customers
is a higher expensive task than attaining the current customers. Accordingly, maintaining the order
delivery schedule is confirmed to be a successful path to reserve the current customers as well as extend
the customer segment. One of the solutions is predicting the possible shipment delays. Early delay
prediction leads to highlighting the main reason for the chain malfunction and providing efficient
solutions to avoid this delay.

Supply chain backlog is one of the major challenges in supply chains. As mentioned in [12],
product delivery by trucks in America was delayed for a total of 1.2 billion hours in 2016 which resulted
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in a loss of 74.5 billion US Dollars. The backlog situation has risen again in the period of the Covid-19
pandemic. The pandemic raised the reliance on online shopping which required home delivery service.
However, the low workers’ availability at that time was a main factor for the backlog situation. It is a
fact that although the pandemic has passed, however, its impact has altered many aspects of the field of
commerce forever [13]. Since then, the supply chain has been strongly influenced in different aspects
including customer behavior in shopping patterns and the amount of shopping, the sales amount
and frequency, the supplier responses, and customers’ satisfaction, financial profit and losses, and
others. As all of these issues are affected directly by the delays and the resulting backlogs, therefore,
highlighting efficient solutions for such bottlenecks is considered a positive step for an efficient reliable
supply chain.

For this objective, this research proposes an intelligent framework for early prediction of the order
delay and eliminating order backlogs which could be considered as an efficient potential solution for
raining the supply chain performance. The research presents the proposed framework with a complete
experiment to prove the proposed framework’s applicability, efficiency, and reliability. The proposed
framework presents an efficient utilization of adapted machine learning techniques in addition to
raising the focus on the most efficient prediction features by applying feature selection based on swarm
intelligence optimization techniques. The proposed framework with all details confirming each phase’s
contribution to reaching the required objective is discussed in detail.

To summarize, the research novelty is highlighted by the proposed enhancement of the PSO
algorithm for feature selection. The enhancement tackles the randomization in searching for particles
in the data space and proposes a novel search method that is based on exploring the semantic
relationship in a collaborative environment. The proposed adaptation is proven to reach the optimal
solution with less computation and higher accuracy by minimizing the effect of dimensionality size.

Based on the proposed methodology, the current research tackles the following set of contribu-
tions:

First, from a technical perspective, the research proposes an enhancement of the PSO algorithm:

– The research proposes a method to identify the particle under examination based on the
feature’s contribution to the dataset by moving the highly influencing features for early
examination by introducing a novel collaborative approach of a set of weighting methods.

– The fitness value is also adapted by introducing the collaboration of a set of algorithms
for measuring the performance. The results evaluation is performed by applying a novel
method that determines the evaluation measures invariance level and tackles its effectiveness
in correctly evaluating the results.

Second, from a business perspective, the research proposes an efficient methodology for supply
chain backlog elimination:

– Early prediction of the orders delays using adapted machine learning technique. The research
will confirm that the proposed adaptation outperforms other machine learning techniques by
the experimental results comparison.

– Exploring the significant factors for order delays with identifying the significance polarity and
effect level. An adapted PSO swarm intelligence optimization technique is utilized for this
objective to ensure high performance.

– Recommendations for avoiding delivery delay will be endorsed according to the explored
features which ensure delivery fulfillment on time and attain the customers’ satisfaction.
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– The proposed framework is generic and could be applied to any type of delivery phase or
product category in any supply chain.

The remaining research discusses the related work in Section 2, the proposed framework in
Section 3, the experiment in Section 4, and the concussion in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Different research proposed enhancements for PSO in feature selection [5,7,8]. Most of this
research provides acceptable results, however, the field is still open for research due to falling into
the incapability of balancing between the global and local search which even increases with the high
dimensional data. Another direction is the need for more efficient methods for inertia weighting as
well as more efficient swarm division methods to enhance both the accuracy and performance of the
algorithm.

The research [14] proposed an improvement of PSO for feature selection based on the correlations
with clustering guidance targeting to reduce the computational cost. The research [15] focused on the
issue of high dimensionality and proposed an adaptation of PSO based on variable-sized particles. The
research [16] targeted solving the network intrusion problem by proposing a time-varying approach
for feature selection using PSO. The research [16] followed the same time-varying approach, however,
the performance was not adequate for all the contributing datasets which highlighted the instability
in the proposed enhancement performance. The research [17] proposed an adaptation for PSO
election operators to tackle the issue of population diversity. Although the proposed research tackled
PSO improvement from different perspectives, however, the randomness issue in the search process
remained a bottleneck hindering these improvements which lacked the consideration of the presented
research

On the other hand, different research has discussed ideas for predicting supply chain backlogs.
The research [18] proposed performing the prediction task by applying an adapted Markov process.
The model provides an expectation in each stage rather than highlighting the critical delays. Another
research [19] proposed a model to detect the required truck speed to avoid delays. The model relied
on the relationship between the travel distance and the total available time without engaging other
parameters such as traffic congestion. Moreover, the research [20] utilized rapid mining tools in
applying data mining techniques. The research performed a qualitative analysis to propose a delivery
delay management plan. In terms of algorithms runtime, the research [21] presented a study that
focused on comparing three algorithms: Gradboost, histogram Grad Boost, and CatBoost. However,
the research was only limited to the runtime comparison.

Other researchers performed the same methodology by comparing different algorithms to mon-
itor these algorithms’ performance in backlog prediction tasks. The research [22] performed this
compassion for a set of classification algorithms including support vector machine, random forest,
neural networks, and logistic regression. The study highlighted the highest accuracy for the logistic
regression. The previous research results contradicted the earlier research [23] which highlighted the
utilization of support vector machines and neural networks for more than 85% of the research in that
literature. A support vector machine is also utilized in the research [24] to provide a transit plan for
the shipment while minimizing the delay risk. The research utilized historical data with the support of
weather and social media data which is considered one of the challenges to releasing such rich data.
Additionally, the research [25] also utilized a support vector machine and random forest in addition to
identifying the variables’ dependency using chi-square targeting to predict the estimated delivery time
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for the shipments. Support vector machine is additionally applied in [26] with the aim of time delivery
forecasting. A hybrid approach is proposed in [27] to improve the delivery time. Although the data
included shipping and time features, however, some of these features were unrealistically presented
and are not applicable to be collected in real data.

On the other hand, the parameters affecting the backlog prediction have been investigated.
Exploring the delayed deliveries was one of the objectives that led many researchers to apply different
machine learning algorithms, however, the issue of data dimensionality was highlighted which made
the research more applicable to limited volume [28,29]. One successful research [30] focused on
the supply chain of organ transplantation in the medical field. The research tackled a vital field
that highlighted the critical necessity for delay elimination and task prioritization and proposed a
simulation-based fuzzy model for allocating and distributing organ transplant tasks. The research was
successful by a set of tests in balancing the supply chain implementation varieties with the people’s
needs and the cost minimization. As mentioned in the research, enhancements could enrich the
proposed model by considering other parameters such as the total travel time, geographical constraints,
and emergencies.

Moreover, most of the researchers also highlight the data unavailability in their research. The
research [28] proposed a prediction model for delays before delivery, however, the research lacked
the information availability during the process and was only limited to the prediction in the late
stages of the supply chain. The proposed study lacked the required information for early prediction.
Other research [29] struggled for the same target which followed the same direction with eliminating
the orders that were ordered less than five times as a trial to raise the data quality. According to
the literature, a set of research objectives could be raised. The first objective is exploring the most
appropriate model for backlog prediction which could be considered a generic solution. The second
objective is to identify the impact of the data dimensionality on the prediction task. Moreover,
identifying the effect of the dimensions for the backlog prediction task is another objective with a
study for the impact of each dimension elimination. The dimensions dependencies is another one of
the vital objectives with a study of the impact of this dependency relationship on the delivery time
prediction task. In summary, the literature revealed the gap that exists in utilizing machine learning
algorithms in forecasting the delivery backlog prediction in the early stages with the contribution of
available dimensions. The literature also tackled the effect of backlogs on the organization’s financial
situation which revealed the loss and highlighted the impact of early delay on avoiding such loss.
Backlog delay could be performed in a qualitative approach by predicting the estimated delivery
duration or in a quantitative approach by predicting the delivery status. Finally, identifying the affected
dimensions and the dimensions’ dependencies are two vital objectives that could positively affect the
prediction task.

According to the literature, particle swarm optimization has a set of research gaps. PSO could
reach a premature convergence due to the ability to unbalance between the global and local search.
Therefore, the need for an efficient method for searching for the optimal solution is still an open
search area with balancing this search with the data dimensionality. Another direction is the fact of the
exponential growth of the data dimensions which still requires more efficient handling techniques. The
weighting techniques and the learning parameters are two vital factors for PSO, therefore, investigating
their mutual effect should also be on focus. A third direction is the initialization problem which requires
a more efficient method for effective division and consequently balance between the particle movement
speeds with the particle size. The current research tackles two points of the research gap. They are the
initialization problem and proposing efficient features’ weighting methods as will be discussed in the
following sections.
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3 The Proposed Adapted Feature Selection PSO Algorithm (APSO)

This section discusses the proposed adaptation in the PSO algorithm. First, the following
algorithm represents the original PSO algorithm:

Initialize the particle randomly (P)

While the terminator condition is not satisfied do {
For i=1 to N {

Calculate the fitness value for P

Update the P historical position

}
Update the optimal position of the population

For i=1 to N {
For I = 1 to D {

Update P velocity, update P position

}}}
A simple description of the original PSO algorithm is as follows:

1. Initialize a particle randomly.
2. Evaluate the particle performance.
3. Update positions and velocity of the particle according to the evaluation results.
4. Repeat 2 and 3 until stopping criterion (nothing to examine or no performance enhancement).
5. Determine the best features subset based on the evaluation.

The first step in PSO is initializing the particle population. This first step can follow one of
many strategies. The first strategy is the forward initialization in which one feature is included in
each iteration and its impact is determined through determining the fitness value. The second strategy
is the backward initialization in which one feature is eliminated in each iteration and the impact of
this elimination is determined through determining the fitness value. The third strategy is including
randomly selected features and these features impact is also determined. In each iteration, the features
are switched on and off to be able to determine their impacts. This is an exhaustive process. In this
research, a more comprehensible approach is proposed to set the selected feature for contributing to
the iteration. The proposed enhancement ensures that the minimum number of iterations selects the
highest qualified features subset. The following sections demonstrate the details of each step in the
proposed algorithm.

3.1 Particle Initialization Based on a Collaborative Mining Approach

The particle initialization is performed following the forward selection approach. In each iteration,
one feature will be added to the particle. The selection of the selected feature for contribution is not
random as will be discussed in the following subsections. The research argues that the proposed non-
random forward approach ensures the precedence in the contribution of the high influencing features
in the earlier iterations as well as the minimum number of iterations to reach the optimal set. Seeking
for optimal, yet inexpensive approach, this research proposes the following steps for the selection
process. This research argues that applying the following steps succeeds in finding the optimal features
subset with less computation than the original PSO.
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3.1.1 First Step: Determine the Features’ Significance Level

This step determines the attributes’ weights following the proposed strategy in [31]. The features’
significance is determined based on the collaboration of a set of weighting methods. The deliverable of
this step is tagging each feature by one of three labels, they are strong significant, weak significant, and
insignificant. Only the features with the first two labels will have the chance to be further investigated
in the next steps while the insignificant labeled features are eliminated with no further investigation.

The following are the main steps that determine the assigned label for each feature:

First, the set of features and the set of contributing weighting measures are represented in
formulas (1) and (2), respectively.

F = {f1, f2, f3, . . . , fx |x ∈ N} (1)

WM = {wm1, wm2, wm3, . . . , wmy |y ∈ N} (2)

The features set includes x representative features where x is an integer number representing the
number of features that describe the data. On the other hand, the weighting measures set includes
y weighting measures where y is an integer number representing the number of the contributing
weighting measures.

Second, all the features are weighted by all the contributing weighting measures. This means that
each feature will have y measures, where y is the number of the contributing weighting measures. The
set of weighting for each feature is represented in formula (3) while the set of the weighting of all
features including x members is represented in formula (4) where each member is a vector of y+1
elements.

fx (WM) = {< wmx1, wmx2, . . . , wmxy >} (3)

FEM =
⋃x

k=1
f(WM ) (4)

The feature weightings are represented as a vector with a series of weighting values, wmxy is the
weighting value of the feature x by the weighting measure y. The set of all weights for all features by
all the contributing weighting measures is represented as the union of the features weighting vectors.

Third, the weighting threshold (WMThreshold) is determined.

Fourth, the three labels; strong significance, weak significance, and insignificance; are set to each
attribute according to the following rules:

The feature is strong significance if it had all of the weighting measures above the threshold.
The feature is the weak significance if it had sixty percent of the number of weighting measures
above the threshold. For example, if the contributing weighting measures are ten measures, then the
feature is decided to be weak in significance if its weight for at least six of these measures is above
the threshold. The feature is insignificant otherwise. It is a fact that the nature of the features differs
according to the contributing field, therefore, the threshold is identified according to the contributing
field. For example, the age feature could be significant to identify the chemotherapy dose, however,
it could be weakly significant for the retailing field, while it could be insignificant for the real state.
Identifying sixty percent acceptance for weak significance followed the research [32] which limited the
threshold for ten decision variables to be at least sixty-one percent with the least variance equal to 0.1.
Additionally, the least variance level is selected as the classification accuracy becomes higher with the
increase of the invariance level of the variables [33].
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Each feature will have three weighting subsets which are determined as follows:

∀ fx ∈ F, ∃ wmxy ∈ fx (WM) → sig_fx = count (fx (WM)) | wmxy > WMThreshold)

If sig_fx = | fx (WM)| → Strong_Features = Strong_Features ∪ fx

Else If sig_ fx > | fx (WM)| ∗60/100 → Weak_Features = Weak_Features ∪ fx

Else reject_Features = reject_Features ∪ fx

3.1.2 Initialize the Particle

In this step, selecting the contributing feature is applied according to its weight and membership
in one of the sets Strong_Features, Weak_Features, and reject_Features. The features that belong to
the reject_Features are excluded and will not contribute to this step. This means that these features
will not be examined further. First, the average weights for all features in both Strong_Features and
Weak_Features are determined. Second, both sets will be arranged in descending order. Third, this
research follows the forward selection approach. In each iteration, one of the features will be added to
the examined particle. Selecting the contributing feature is according to its weight and membership.
The members in the Strong_Features set are examined first, then, the members of Weak_Features. In
each set, the selected feature for contributing in the particle is the highest weighted feature in the set
that has not contributed yet. This description can be formally represented as follows:

Examine_F = Strong_Features ∪ Weak_Features (5)

The union of the strong and weak features’ sets forms the set (Examine_F) for further significance
examination in the next step. The following steps are performed to accomplish the required examina-
tion.

Order Examine_F set

False_F = φ, True_F = φ

Contributing feature = fx : Fx ∈ Examine_F, fx /∈ False_F, fx /∈ True_F, avg_Weight (fx) >
avg_Weight (fy), fy ∈ Strong_Features

If success (fx) → True_F = True_F + fx

Else False_F = False_F + fx

3.1.3 Determine Fitness Value

This stage applies the particle assessment according to the classification performance. The
classification performance is determined by utilizing the determined set of evaluation measures with
the proposed approach of the measures weighting. The fitness function relies on the resulting measure
values after weighting. The general function of fitness value per feature is determined as the minimum
of the classification evaluations that are performed with the contribution of each feature. The fitness
of each function could be illustrated as: Fitness (f) = Min (

∑cs

d=c1 w. eval(c|f)cs) where cs denotes the
classification algorithm and the summation determines the complete evaluation of the cs classification
with all contributing measures concerning their weighting. The fitness of a function f is the minimum
value of these evaluations.

This is a vital step to perform which is the main step that decides whether the feature subset will
be included in the final subset. Therefore, this research applies a novel approach to determining the
fitness of the contributing particle. Following the research in [2], this step will include the contribution
of a set of classification algorithms to ensure the fitness value accuracy. The feature is evaluated by
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its contribution to enhancing classification accuracy. Moreover, these classification algorithms are
evaluated with a set of evaluation measures. The final algorithm classification follows a collaborative
approach for these measures as will be discussed in this section. The subset succeeds in this step if its
fitness value is above the threshold either for at least eighty percent of the contributing algorithms
or its overall average evaluation. It means that if there are ten contributing classification algorithms
in the examination process, then the features subset should either have a performance value higher
than the threshold for eight of these algorithms or have an average performance value higher than
the threshold. This percentage is identified following the research [32] which reached a maximum of
seventy-two percent of the inconsistency threshold for a variance level equal to twenty-five percent.
As the classification accuracy has a negative relationship with the variance level, therefore, this
percentage is identified as an exhaustive examination of the feature in the classification task to ensure
its significance in the worst-case scenario.

This step includes two determinants, the contributing classification algorithms and the contribut-
ing evaluation measures. They can be represented as follows:

Ft_Subset = {fg, . . . , ft, . . . , fu} (6)

Classification_Alg = { Cl_Alg1, Cl_Alg2, . . . Cl_Algi |i ∈ N, i > 0} (7)

Evaluation_M = {Eval_M1, Eval_M2, . . . Eval_Mj|j ∈ N, j > 0} (8)

Evaluation Measures Significance

The evaluation measures’ mission is to determine the success level of the classification algorithm in
a defined perspective. For example, the accuracy measures the success percentage of the classification
algorithm in correctly classifying a certain record. While the sensitivity measures the success of the
classification algorithm in correctly identifying the records that belong to the positive class. On the
other hand, these evaluation measure has its accuracy level in its task. For example, if the accuracy
measure is accurate with 80% in its task, this means that this measure could be able to identify only
80% of the correctly classified records by the classification algorithm. There may be other records
that are correctly classified, and the evaluation measure could not detect them. These records could
represent 20% of the total correctly classified records by the classification algorithm. This means
that the classification algorithm could have a higher accuracy but it is not detected by the evaluation
measure.

This situation raises the necessity to evaluate the classification algorithm with more than one
evaluation measure to ensure the correct evaluation. But the question that is raised, is which evaluation
measure to depend on in the final evaluation. In this research, the evaluation measures are evaluated
by the invariance property. In the case of binary classification, which is the current research case,
the evaluation measure requires to have the possible highest level of non-invariance. This means that
the evaluation measure could successfully examine both classes with equal importance. This research
follows eight of the properties that determine the invariance level of the evaluation measure. These
eight properties are as follows:

Invariance measure 1 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the exchange between the
true positive and negative values in the confusion matrix provides no effect on the results.

Invariance measure 2 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the true negative could be
solely changed with no change of other parameters in the confusion matrix.
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Invariance measure 3 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the true positive could be
solely changed with no change of other parameters in the confusion matrix.

Invariance measure 4 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the false negative could be
solely changed with no change of other parameters in the confusion matrix.

Invariance measure 5 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the false positive could be
solely changed with no change of other parameters in the confusion matrix.

Invariance measure 6 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the positive values could be
changed with the same ratio of the change in negative values in the confusion matrix.

Invariance measure 7 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the positive and negative
values in the confusion matrix could be vertically switched with no effect on the results.

Invariance measure 8 defines the evaluation measure to be invariant if the positive and negative
values in the confusion matrix could be horizontally switched with no effect on the results.

Fitness Value by Classifications Algorithms’ Cross Validation

In this step, a set of classification algorithms are applied. Evaluation measures are determined for
each algorithm. Then the overall performance for each algorithm is determined. The fitness value of
the feature subset under examination is determined to be the minimum overall performance of the
classification algorithms. Formula (9) represents the evaluation values of the classification algorithm
c. The average evaluation value of the algorithm c is determined in formula (10), and then the set of
all classification algorithms averages is represented in formula (11). The fitness value is the minimum
average. The features’ subset succeeds in the examination process if the minimum fitness is above the
threshold.

Classification_Alg_Eval (cl_Algc) = {eval_mc1, . . . ., eval_mcs} (9)

where c, s ∈ N, c, s > 0, cl_Algc ∈ Classification_Alg, eval_mcs ∈ Evaluation_M

Average_Eval (cl_Algc) =
∑cs

d=c1
eval_mcs (10)

EVAL_Classification_Alg = {Average_Eval (cl_Alg1), . . . Average_Eval (cl_Algc)} (11)

Fitness_Value (Ft_Subset) = Min (EVAL_Classification_Alg) (12)

4 Experimental Study

The original experiment is applied using data that was retrieved from the Kaggle website [34]. As
mentioned, the dataset owner is “DataCo Global” company which uploaded the dataset for public
use. The data included about one hundred and eighty thousand records. It covered transactions with
a time range of five years from 2015 to 2019. The data is characterized by fifty-two dimensions.
However, eight of these dimensions are not beneficial to the current study, they are Product Image,
Product Description, Longitude, Latitude, Customer Password, Customer Lname, Customer Fname,
and Customer Email. On the other hand, there are some of the dimensions that are related such as
category id and category name. These dimensions are considered the same, therefore, one of them is
eliminated. Consequently, only twenty attributes initially contribute to the experiment in addition to
the main label dimension, the delivery status. Moreover, the delivery status, which is the dependent
dimension, has four values, they are shipment on time, late delivery, shipment canceled, and advance
shipping. As the experiment focuses on backlog prediction the focus of the study is on only two
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statuses, shipment on time and late delivery, therefore, the contributing transactions were limited
to these two statuses. Moreover, the order status is also limited to three possible values, complete,
processing, and pending. Additionally, the experiment assumes that the product on focus is available
in stock, therefore, only the transactions with the product status available are included in the dataset.
Finally, the dataset includes three types of customers, they are consumers, corporates, and home
offices. The current study concentrates on only one type of customer, which is the consumer. The type
“consumers” has contributed a total of about ninety-three thousand records in the dataset. Therefore,
the utilized sample in the experiment is retrieved from this subset of these records. According to
these limitations, the final contributing dataset included about twenty thousand records. Statistically
speaking, the dataset is distributed to a percentage of forty-five percent of the transactions that were
delivered on the set time while the remaining fifty-five were late. As mentioned in [35], the unbalanced
dataset could reveal a negative effect on the performance, therefore, SMOTE sampling technique is
applied to ensure a balanced dataset. Finally, the contributing dataset count is set to be with equal
distribution of both classes, delivery on time and late delivery. Table 1 describes the dimensions of the
dataset.

Table 1: Contributing dimensions’ description

Features Description

1 Real shipment days Days for shipping (real) The actual number of shipment
days until delivered

2 Scheduled shipment
days

Days for shipment
(scheduled)

The announced scheduled
number of shipment days until
delivered

3 Order profit Benefit per order The profit earned for a defined
order

4 Customer purchase
amount

Sales per customer The total amount of purchases of
a defined customer

5 Product category code Category Id The assigned code for the
product category

6 Department name Department name The name of the store
departments

7 Market Market The market to which the order
will be delivered

8 Order city Order city The city to which the order is
delivered

9 Discount of order Order item discount The assigned discount value for a
defined order

10 Item code Order item id The code of the item in a defined
order

11 Item price Order item product
price

The price of the item in the
product before applying the
discount

12 Item profit Order item profit ratio The profit percentage of the item
in a defined order

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Features Description

13 Item quantity Order item quantity The quantity of the item in a
defined order in numbers

14 Total item amount Order item total The total amount of the item in a
defined order

15 Total order profit Order profit per order The total profit of a defined
order including all items assigned
to that order

16 Actual order shipment
date

Shipping date
(DateOrders)

The date on which the order has
been shipped

17 Product code Product card id The assigned ID for the product
18 Product category code Product category id The assigned category code that

the product belongs to
19 Product cost Product price The price of the product
20 shipment class Shipping mode The classes of shipment with four

levels starting from standard,
first, second, and same-day
delivery

21 Delivery status (Label) Delivery status The order delivery status (late
delivery, on time)

4.1 Dataset Preparation

Pre-processing tasks are applied to the dataset for the prediction task. The first task is to ensure the
data completeness. It is observed that some attributes have missing values, they are product description
and order zip code. Therefore, these attributes are removed from the dimensions set. Therefore, the
final contributing features are eighteen features in addition to the label feature.

The second task is understanding data by visualization. Samples of visualized data are demon-
strated in this section. The sample focus is on the dimensions that describe the customer’s behavior.
The first dimension is the customer preference for the shipping category. This attribute has four values
the standard, first, second, and same-day delivery classes. All classes reflect the number of days to
receive the order which certainly is mapped to the delivery fees according to the chosen category. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, it is shown that almost fifty percent of the customers choose the cheapest category
for delivery, the third class.

The third attribute of focus is the product departments. This attribute demonstrates the distri-
bution of the ordered products based on their categories. The attribute illustrates the customers’
preferences and answers the question of what are the most likely categories that are ordered online
as individual parameters. The illustration in Fig. 2 shows that the most likely ordered products are
Apparel and Golf, while the least likely ordered products are health products and beauty.
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Figure 1: Shipment class distribution

Figure 2: Department name distribution

4.2 Applying the Proposed Adapted Feature Selection PSO Algorithm (APSO)

To demonstrate the applied steps of the proposed algorithm, the following steps demonstrate one
cycle of the proposed enhancement in the initial feature of (PSO), the features subsets selection stage.
These steps are iteratively applied until there is no change in the features’ subsets. The weighting
measures are determined and applied to the dataset as demonstrated in Table 2. The threshold has
been defined to be 50%. The feature is weak significance if four out of the six measures are above the
threshold, strong significance if all measures are above the threshold, and insignificant otherwise. The
final results are illustrated in Table 3.
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Table 2: The attributes’ weight for each criterion using the six weighting measures

Feature Information
gain

Information
gain ratio

Correlation Chai square Deviation PCA

1 0.89 0.75 0.46 0.81 0.96 0.47
2 1.30 0.58 0.47 0.76 1.01 0.55
3 1.10 0.59 0.52 1.00 0.93 0.49
4 0.39 0.56 0.47 0.88 0.39 0.33
5 0.79 0.46 0.53 0.69 0.79 0.35
6 1.20 0.59 0.57 1.10 0.92 0.57
7 0.99 0.54 0.53 0.41 1.24 0.52
8 1.00 0.50 0.58 0.99 1.25 0.40
9 0.94 0.45 0.23 0.00 0.94 0.46
10 0.98 0.51 0.27 0.67 1.12 0.51
11 1.10 0.67 0.54 0.94 0.69 0.53
12 0.94 0.65 0.79 0.00 0.78 0.52
13 0.98 0.61 0.76 1.00 0.87 0.68
14 1.12 0.59 0.53 0.00 1.01 0.63
15 0.45 0.36 0.37 0.00 0.71 0.10
16 1.00 0.57 0.54 0.57 0.90 0.50
17 0.89 0.66 0.68 0.51 0.89 0.47
18 0.96 0.63 0.62 0.39 0.82 0.39
19 0.84 0.56 0.61 0.20 0.75 0.28
20 1.10 0.68 0.62 1.00 0.74 0.41

As a result, only three features will not contribute to the remaining of the experiment and are
excluded in this step, they are “Customer purchase amount”, “Discount of Order”, and “Total order
profit”. The average weight is calculated for all other features and then, the features are arranged in a
descending order to prepare the features subsets for the next step.

Table 3: Attributes’ statistics

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Above Th 4 5 5 2 4 6 5 5 2 5 6 5 6 5 1 6 5 4 4 5
Below Th 2 1 1 4 2 0 1 1 4 1 0 1 0 1 5 0 1 2 2 1
Significance W W W N W S W W N W S W S W N S W W W W
Weight % 72.3 77.8 77.2 – 60.2 82.5 70.5 78.7 – 67.7 74.5 61.3 81.7 64.7 – 68.0 68.3 63.5 54.0 75.8

To present the next step, a feature subset has been selected to apply the next step and determine
the fitness value. The first five features contribute to this step. Seven of the well-known classification
algorithms are determined to contribute to this step. These algorithms are selected based on the
literature that confirms their high performance and variation [33]. These algorithms are Decision
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Tree, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Model Tree (LMT), K Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector
Machine, and Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) algorithms.

In this step, identifying the evaluation measures is vital for the classification algorithms evaluation.
As discussed in the literature section [36], the most beneficial evaluation measures are determined.
Table 4 presents the contributing evaluation measure and a brief description.

Table 4: Features descriptions

Definition Formula

False positive Number of incorrect records that are
predicted to belong to the positive class

fp

False-negative Number of incorrect records that are
predicted to belong to the negative class

fn

True positive Number of correct records that are
predicted that are predicted to belong
to the positive class

tp

True negative Number of correct records that are
predicted to belong to the negative class

tn

Accuracy The percentage of correctly classified
records

(tp + tn)/total dataset

Precision The percentage of correctly classified
records in a certain class

tp/(tp + fp)

Recall
(Sensitivity)

The percentage of correctly classified
records in the whole test set

tp/(tp + fn)

F measure A relational balancing percentage
between precision and recall

2 ∗ precision ∗
recall/(precision + recall)

YOUDEN A relational balancing percentage
between the sensitivity and the
specificity

Sensitivity + specificity − 1

Specificity The percentage that the classification
succeeded in determining the negative
examples

tn/(fp + tn)

Error rate The percentage of incorrect examples’
classification

(fp + fn)/(tp + tn + fp + fn)

Applying the invariance measures to the contributing evaluation measures in this research resulted
in the illustration in Table 5. For example, the accuracy evaluation measure follows the first and sixth
invariance measures while it contradicts the remaining invariance measures.

Many researchers have confirmed that evaluating binary classification algorithms is preferred to
be performed by non-invariant evaluation measures to reveal more accurate evaluation. Therefore, the
final step is to set the weight for each evaluation measure based on its invariance level. The evaluation
measure has 1 value for the invariance measure if it is non-invariant, and 0 otherwise. Table 6 reveals
the weight for each evaluation measure according to this rule.
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Table 5: The evaluation measure invariance (× denotes non-invariance,
√

denotes invariance)

IM1 IM2 IM3 IM4 IM5 IM6 IM7 IM8

Accuracy √ × × × × √ × ×
Precision × √ × × √ √ √ ×
Recall × √ × √ × √ × √
F measure × √ × × × √ × ×
YOUDEN × × × × × √ × ×
Specificity × × √ × × √ × √
Error rate √ × × × × √ × ×

Table 6: Weight of the evaluation metrics

Weight %

Accuracy 6 0.75
Precision 4 0.5
Recall 4 0.5
F measure 6 0.75
YOUDEN 7 0.875
Specificity 5 0.625
Error rate 6 0.75

Tables 7 and 8 illustrate the final algorithms’ evaluation. This evaluation considered the evaluation
measures weights. The value of the measure is multiplied by its weight to reveal the final value. For
example, the accuracy of the random forest algorithm is 89.06 in the original evaluation while it is
modified to be (89.06 ∗ 0.75 = 66.795) as a final value. The evaluation results are also illustrated in
Fig. 3.

Table 7: Evaluation results for the classification algorithms in percentage

DT RF NB LMT KNN SVM ID3

Accuracy 94.94 89.06 98.37 91.94 98.72 96.18 98.89
Precision 91.33 85 95.3 93.43 99.9 99.9 99.9
Recall 62.82 42.52 99.3 75.63 95.50 89.9 92.9
F_measure 74.44 56.68 97.3 83.59 97.65 94.64 96.27
Specificity 98.4 99.86 98.53 97.15 100 100 100
YOUDEN 47 2.2 96 50 98 87 95
Error rate 5.06 10.94 1.63 8.06 1.28 3.782 1.11
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Table 8: Final evaluation results for the classification algorithms with the evaluation measures’ weight
consideration

Measure (Weight) DT RF NB LMT KNN SVM ID3

Accuracy (0.75) 71.21 66.80 73.78 68.96 74.04 72.14 74.17
Precision (0.5) 45.67 42.5 47.65 46.72 49.95 49.95 49.95
Recall (0.5) 31.41 21.26 49.65 37.82 47.75 44.95 46.45
F_measure (0.75) 55.83 42.51 72.98 62.69 73.24 70.98 72.20
Specificity (0.625) 61.5 62.41 61.58 60.72 62.5 62.5 62.5
YOUDEN (0.875) 41.13 1.93 84 43.75 76.13 76.13 83.13
Error rate (0.75) 3.80 8.21 1.22 6.04 0.96 2.84 0.83
Average 44.36 35.09 55.84 46.67 54.94 54.21 55.60
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Figure 3: Average evaluation results for the classification algorithms

The previous discussion demonstrated the mechanism of the proposed APSO. After applying the
proposed algorithm, the final feature subset includes the selected features by the proposed APSO
algorithm. Ten features are determined and contributed to this stage; they are illustrated in Table 9
with their associated data.

Table 9: Weights for contributing dimensions in the second step

Feature Information
gain

Information
gain ratio

Correlation Chai square Deviation PCA

Real shipment days 0.89 0.75 0.46 0.81 0.96 0.47
Scheduled shipment
days

1.30 0.58 0.47 0.76 1.01 0.55

Order profit 1.10 0.59 0.52 1.00 0.93 0.49
Market 0.99 0.54 0.53 0.41 1.24 0.52
Order city 1.00 0.50 0.58 0.99 1.25 0.40
Item code 0.98 0.51 0.27 0.67 1.12 0.51

(Continued)
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Table 9 (continued)

Feature Information
gain

Information
gain ratio

Correlation Chai square Deviation PCA

Item quantity 0.98 0.61 0.76 1.00 0.87 0.68
Product code 0.89 0.66 0.68 0.51 0.89 0.47
Product category code 0.96 0.63 0.62 0.39 0.82 0.39
shipment class 1.10 0.68 0.62 1.00 0.74 0.41

Before proceeding to the next step of the experiment, further study for a sample of the features
could be discussed. The study includes two features with different natures, one is categorical, and the
other is numerical. The categorical feature is the department name. The Chi-square test is applied using
R studio. The p value of the feature is determined, and the results revealed a value of 0.97 (x-squared
= 3.48, df = 10, p = 97%) which highlights that the department does not affect the delivery status (see
Fig. 4). This is consistent with the above results which revealed the insignificance of the department
name feature to the label attribute.

Figure 4: Department name distribution for both classes

Moving to another feature, the p-value of the shipping mode feature is determined to be equal
to 2.3e16 (x-squared = 1724, df = 3, p ≈ 0.0%) which is below the threshold. This reveals that the
shipping mode attribute affects the delivery status which is also consistent with the experiment results
(see Fig. 5).

Focusing on the numerical features, comparing the scheduled days’ feature values and the actual
shipment duration reveals inconsistency. The maximum actual shipment days are higher than the
scheduled duration. This inconsistency reveals non-reliability in the estimated schedule time for
the shipment and these features affect the delivery status (see Fig. 6). This analysis is consistent with
the experiment results as both contribute to the final features subset.
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Figure 5: Shipping mode distribution for both classes

Figure 6: Line chart comparison between real and scheduled shipment days

5 Supply Chain Backlog Prediction

The prediction task followed the same approach as the fitness value step. However, this stage is
applied with the contribution of the eight algorithms that have been applied in the testing set, the results
are determined with the same approach, and the results are illustrated in Tables 10 and 11. The target
of applying the evaluation approach is to confirm that the applied APSO has successfully explored
the representative features that maintain high performance in the prediction task. The results reveal
the success of all classification algorithms in reaching the threshold. Four out of the seven algorithms
have the highest evaluation with minor upper/lower differences. They are NB, KNN, SVM, NN, and
ID3. While two are slightly lower, LMT and RF, and DT is the lowest.

Table 10: Evaluation measures for the selected classification algorithms

DT RF NB LMT KNN SVM ID3 NN

Accuracy 97.5 94.3 99.0 96.3 98.5 95.9 98.0 99.3
Precision 93.3 90.1 95.0 92.9 99.8 99.7 98.9 98.9
Recall 75.5 85.2 93.9 89.9 97.3 93.6 94.1 97.5

(Continued)
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Table 10 (continued)

DT RF NB LMT KNN SVM ID3 NN

F_measure 73.8 92.2 97.0 94.6 99.1 97.8 98.5 98.2
Specificity 97.9 98.9 99.7 99.3 99.9 99.2 99.4 98.7
YOUDEN 85 85 97 85 97 95 93 97
Error Rate 2.5 5.7 1.0 3.7 1.5 4.1 2.0 1.7

Table 11: Final evaluation results for the classification algorithms with the evaluation measures’ weight
consideration

Measure (Weight) DT RF NB LMT KNN SVM ID3 NN

Accuracy (0.75) 73.1 70.7 74.3 72.2 73.9 71.9 73.5 73.7
Precision (0.5) 46.7 45.05 47.5 46.5 49.9 49.9 49.5 49.5
Recall (0.5) 37.8 42.6 47.0 45.0 48.7 46.8 47.0 48.8
F_measure (0.75) 55.4 69.2 72.8 71.0 74.3 73.4 73.9 73.7
Specificity (0.625) 61.2 61.9 62.3 62.1 62.4 62.0 62.1 61.7
YOUDEN (0.875) 74.4 74.4 84.9 74.4 84.9 83.1 81.4 84.9
Error rate (0.75) 1.9 4.3 0.75 2.8 1.1 3.1 1.5 1.3
Average 50.1 52.6 55.7 53.4 56.5 55.7 55.6 56.2

6 Proposed Algorithm Evaluation

This section demonstrates a comparison between the classifications based on the proposed
enhancements in the PSO algorithm with other classification tasks based on PSO algorithm adap-
tations that are discussed in the literature. The comparison includes the accuracy percentage of three
adaptations for PSO in [5,7,8]. To provide a stable comparison, the first comparison demonstrates the
results of the literature compared with the original accuracy results with no measures weighting as this
was not included in other literature. The illustrated results in [7] highlight the best accuracy percentages
of three algorithms including their proposed PSO adaptation. Table 12 presents the best accuracy
results in [7] compared with the accuracy of the current research proposed algorithm. Moreover, the
proposed adaptation is applied to eight classification algorithms over three of the datasets. These
datasets are used in the evaluation [7] and produced the highest accuracy values (see Table 13). It is
worth mentioning that the ovarian dataset is excluded as it produced 100% accuracy for all algorithms
which does not provide any indication to the comparison process.

Another comparison is performed with [5]. The research [5] presented the best accuracy results
of different adaptations of PSO with KNN classification algorithm. The evaluation included twelve
datasets. The proposed adaptation is applied to the twelve datasets with KNN classifier and the results
are illustrated in Table 13.

More comparison is performed with [8] which the best accuracy results of different adaptations
of PSO with KNN classification algorithm. The evaluation included twelve datasets. The proposed
adaptation is applied to three of the included datasets with KNN classifier and the results are
illustrated in Table 14.
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Table 12: The classification accuracy for the heart dataset

Dataset PSO – NN [7] APSO – SVM APSO – KNN APSO – DT APSO – NN

Heart 91.44 95.8 98.7 96.9 97.8
Breast 99.28 97.12 99.0 97.3 99.3
Colon 91.67 96.2 98.4 96.1 99.1

Table 13: KNN classification accuracy comparison for PSO adaptations

Dataset ISBPSO [5] SBPSO [5] UBPSO [5] QBPSO [5] CPSO [5] APSO – KNN

Sonar 85.71 87.30 88.89 87.30 87.30 98.2
Movement 79.63 77.78 76.85 77.78 74.07 97.9
Hillvalley 55.07 53.97 53.42 54.80 54.80 97.9
Urban 86.77 85.78 84.80 84.80 84.31 98.1
Musk1 91.67 92.36 93.06 93.06 89.58 98.4
Arrhythmia 73.72 65.69 66.42 67.88 69.34 98.5
LSVT 94.87 92.31 89.74 89.74 92.31 97.5
Madelon 90.51 64.10 65.39 66.41 67.44 97.2
Isolet5 90.17 87.61 87.61 88.46 86.11 98.2
Mfeat 99.33 98.67 98.33 98.50 98.33 98.4
InterAd 98.27 97.76 97.76 97.97 97.76 98.2
DrivFace 98.91 96.17 96.17 95.63 96.72 98.5

Table 14: KNN classification accuracy comparison for PSO adaptations

Data Sets PSO [8] HPSO-SSM [8] Catfish-BPSO [8] PSOVA1 [8] PSOVA2 [8] APSO –
KNN

Activity 0.8813 0.8860 0.8785 0.9025 0.9117 97.6
ALL 0.8951 0.8944 0.9123 0.9185 0.9241 97.9
Wdbc 0.9520 0.9261 0.9497 0.9571 0.9585 97.1

7 Findings Analysis and Discussion

The presented comparisons between ASPO and the state of the art have clearly shown that the
proposed is more effective in increasing the performance in the search task that yields a higher accuracy
in selecting the most significant features with a higher fitness value. The results have shown the positive
contribution in most of the experiments to the systematic starting point rather than the randomness
approach that is followed by the state of the art even with a minimum enhancement such as the
comparison with [7]. This situation has resulted from the methodology of the prior contribution
of the higher significant feature in the earlier particles. The advances of APSO have also resulted
in stopping the least significant features from further contributing to the particles which resulted
in enhancing the search space. From another perspective, the proposed method gradually confirms
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partial confirmation to the selected features’ set during the evolutionary process rather than at the
end of the process. Once a feature is confirmed, there is no need for more effort by the optimizer
to evolve the feature. This strategy simplifies the search space as the particle learns from the features’
significance which consequently results in a significance decrease in the swarm diversity. Moreover, The
results also show the APSO stability in the accuracy results compared with the state of the art such as
ISBPSO [5] which shows low accuracy results in the lower dimensions datasets. One of the reasons for
the advancement of APSO is its consideration of the semantic relation among the features compared
with ISBPSO which neglects this relation which leads to inaccurate information in initializing the
particle. Another drawback of the state of the art is the possibility of precedence elimination of the
features before selection in case they are not randomly selected by all the particles. This situation may
lead to eliminating significant features before examination. Moreover, the proposed model proved
its advancement over the research [8]. The current research method is a more accurate computation
compared with the following aggregation methodology in [8] of the local and global optimal. The
adaptation in [8] suffers from un-preserving the diversity in the search space and moving towards
the stagnant optima over the particles. The alternative adaptation in [8] overcame this drawback by
providing alternative search mechanisms, however, it may lead to conflicting solutions that eliminate
reaching the optimal.

8 Conclusion

This research focuses on one of the most successful optimization algorithms which is Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). PSO has proved its effectiveness in exploring the highest influencing
features in the search space based on its fast convergence and the ability to utilize a small set of
parameters in the search task. One of the main bottlenecks affecting the PSO performance is the
randomness of the process in searching the data space. This randomness has been a main reason for
performance degradation in one direction as well as lacking the ability to reach the local optima. This
research proposes an effective enhancement of PSO that tackles the challenge of randomness search
as one of the vital aspects that directly affects PSO performance. The proposed enhancement includes
an approach in a systematic search strategy that reduces the search space in one direction and the
computation time in another direction. The research proposes a method to identify the particle under
examination based on the contribution of the feature in the dataset by moving the highly influencing
features for early examination while introducing a novel collaborative approach of a set of weighting
methods. The fitness value is also adapted by introducing the collaboration of a set of algorithms for
measuring the performance. The evaluation is performed by applying a novel method that determines
the evaluation measures invariance level and tackles its effectiveness in correctly evaluating the results.

According to the conducted experiments, the proposed adaptation outperformed other machine
learning techniques. The experiment succeeded in confirming the applicability of the proposed
adaptation for PSO and reaching the business goal with a minimum accuracy percentage equal to
94.3% for Random Forest and a maximum of 99.3 for Neural Networks. The proposed adaptation
has been compared with other proposed adaptations in the previous research. Three previous research
have contributed to the comparison task and the comparison results have revealed the advancement
of the current research’s successful adaptation. The current research tackled two main enhancements.
First, the randomness of the examination has been eliminated by the proposed systematic method in
engaging the features in the particle. The proposed adaptation was successful in exploring the semantic
relationship between the features which successfully provided earlier elimination with no exhaustive
examination. Second, the success of the proposed adaptation in accurate evaluation for the fitness
value to reach higher accuracy in the selection process. The comparison with the literature revealed
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an accuracy enhancement when applying the proposed adaptation for different datasets with different
features’ granularity.

On the other hand, focusing on the business objective of this research, this research proposed
an intelligent framework for early prediction of order delay and eliminating order backlogs which
could be considered as an efficient potential solution for raining the supply chain performance.
The business contribution of this research is the early prediction of order delays using the proposed
model. Moreover, exploring the significant factors for order delays while identifying the significance of
polarity and effect level is accomplished. The adapted PSO swarm intelligence optimization technique
is utilized for this objective to ensure high performance. Recommendations for avoiding delivery delay
are endorsed according to the explored features which ensure delivery fulfillment on time and attain
the customers’ satisfaction. The proposed framework is generic and could be applied to any type of
delivery phase or product category in any supply chain.

Future research could focus on other swarm algorithms to confirm the proposed approach’s
applicability and generality as the concept of search could be utilized for other aspects. Investigating if
the selection of the contributing measures and algorithms could be a parameter for results variation.
This direction could be investigated to ensure the method’s generality and applicability in different
situations. There is still room for further investigation in handling the exponential growth of the data
dimensionality which increases the search space despite the data irrelevance. The current research
focused on the supply chain backlog while more fields could have beneficial results from the proposed
adaptation, therefore, applying the proposed adaptation to other fields. Additionally, considering
different chains in the supply chain and including other diversity of parameters could confirm the
generality.
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